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A Possible Mechanism for Enhanced Persistent Current Sextupole

Decay in SSC Dipoles

R. Stiening, SSC Laboratory

The time dependence of persistent current multipoles in superconducting

dipoles has long been a mystery. The decay is much to large to be

accounted for by flux creep and it does not have the expected dependence

on temperature (I). A recent observation at HERA may help clarify
this situation.

It has recently been discovered (2) that the HERA superconducting

dipoles have a periodic pattern in their fields as measured along the

axis of the dipole. This effect has more recently been observed

in the prototype SSC 5 cm dipole (3). The wavelength of the periods

observed in both dipoles is equal to the transposition pitch length
of the Rutherford cable.

A plausible explanation for the periodic pattern is the existance

of a transport current trapped within the cable. That is, a current

which runs through one strand from the solder joint at the one end

of the cable to the solder joint at the other end, and which returns

back by way of another strand. The average current in the strands,

which is the current from the power supply, is unaffected by the

presence of currents trapped within the cable. Figure i illustrates

this pattern of currents in one turn of the magnet cable. The

size of the observed field oscillation suggests that the trapped

currents might be as large as I00 amps.

There is evidence that the trapped currents are time dependent. This
is reasonable since the I-V characteristics of the various resistive

elements in the cable (the strand itself, cold welds, and solder joints)

are all different so the equilibrium distribution of current in the

strands should depend on the excitation level of the magnet.

It is the purpose of this note to point out that the time dependence of

trapped currents is a powerful mechanism for causing the time decay of

"persistent current" multipoles.

(I) John Tompkins, SSC Magnet Division, private communication

(2) Observation of a Periodic Pattern in the Persistent-Current Fields

of the Superconducting HERA Dipole Magnets, Bruck et al., DESA

HERA 91-01 January 1991

(3) Arup Ghosh, presentation at the SSC magnet system integration

meeting, January 8, 1991



Figure i. A current trapped in the Rutherford cable.
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Figure 2 (Adapted from Caspi and Helm SSC-N-364) shows the change
in magnetic field in a quarter section of an SSC dipole that is caused
by a change in the average current in the Rutherford cable, i.e. the
change in field caused by a change in power supply current. The 6600 gauss
injection level (where the magnet remains for an hour and where persistent
current decay is important) is reached by increasing the excitation of
the dipole from a much lower level, typically 500 ,_auss. Thus the change
in central field that preceeds the injection level is 6100 gauss. Since
a change in field of 500 gauss fully penetrates 6 micron superconducting
filaments, reference to Figure 2 shows that nearly all of the superconductor
in the dipole has been fully penetrated by the increase in excitation that

pre_eeds the injection level. When the injection level is first reached
nearly all of the superconductor will be in a fully magnetized state with
its magnetization oriented in a direction opposite to the change in field.
A small region near the midplane of the outer coil is not fully magnetized-
-this is not an important effect.

Suppose that after reaching the injection level there is a change _L I in

a transport current trapped in the Rutherford cable. One strand in the
cable will carry &I more current and another strand will carry :_I less

current. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3. The field in the
magnet produced by this current change is very small--the oscillation
seen in the bore is typically a few to I0 Gauss at 2/3 the inner coil radius.
The most significant field change is around the strand itself. For
SSC conductor the current in carried in the superconductor matrix which
extends out to a radius of approximately 350 microns. The field change
as a function of the distance r from the center of the strand is:

? NT- ',--_ -
,_ - _, -- , ,_ (" Gauss .. .= 1.1

In this expression d is the outer radius of the filament matrix (375 microns}
and r is the distance from the center. A current change ,_I of 100 amps

causes a field change of 571 Gauss at the outer radius of the superconductor
matrix.

Wilson (4) has given an expression for the magnetization of a

previously unmagnetized superconducting strand exposed to a change of
field i_B .

--_" .1_ j_ ._i,_..-"
_! -" _TY" - , 1.2
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(4) Superconducting Magnets, Martin Wilson



Figure 2. The field change in a quarter section of an SSC dipole

caused by a power supply current change. If the field

change is large enough, nearly all of the superconductoc

in the cable will be fully magnetized in a direction opposite

to the field change.
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Figure 3. The field change in a quarter section of an SSC dipole
caused by an increase or decase of a current trapped within
the Rutherford cable. The field circulates around the

strands in the direction shown. The change is illustrated

for only three turns of the coil. All turns are affected.
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In these expressions M is the magnetic moment/unit volume, Jc is the

critical curr'ent (taken in Figure 4 to be 2_ IDI_ amps/m _" ), and
a is the superconducting filament diameter (6 microns for the SSC).

Figure 4 shows M as a function of AB for SSC filaments at the injection

level of field. A 500 Gauss field change completely penetrates

a 6 micron filament. The strand magnetization is obtained taking

an integral over all of the filaments using the field dependence on

radius given in I.I. This result is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5

shows, for example, that a 20 amp current change in a strand will
magnetize 38% of the superconductor in the strand.

The magnetization of the strand by a transport current change does
not make a significant field in the bore of the dipole. This is because

the magnetization rotates around the strand rather being uniform in
direction.

If the strand has previously been magnetized by a field change in the
dipole, the effect of a transport current shift within the Rutherford

cable is to replace that magnetization with a different magnetization

which does not produce significant fields within the bore of the dipole.

Thus a transport current shift will cause a decrease in the magnitude
of the persistent current sextupole. A current increase in a strand

causes the same amount of demagnetization as a current decrease.

One additional fact must be accounted for before interpreting Figure 5

as a demagnetization. In some parts of some of the filaments the super
currents must change direction when a transport current shift occurs.

This retards the penetration of the fields because the swing in current

is greater. An estimate which includes this effect car, be obtained by
taking the average critical current density to be _lo l_ amps/m z.

Figure 6 shows the demagnetization caused by a current shift taking into

account this effect. If all of the strands in the SSC cable experience

current shifts of i0 amps during the injection period the persistent
current sextupole will decrease by 15% due to this effect alone.

CONCLUSION :

Transport current shifts within the Rutherford cable have been shown

have a strongly demagnetizing effect, lt is possible that a significant
amount of the persistent current sextupole decay that is observed in

SSC dipoles is due to trapped current changes. A design strategy that
either allows the trapped currents to decay quickly (before the critical

state is formed at injection) or causes them to decay very slowly over

the one hour injection period would very probably significantly reduce
persistent current sextupole decay.
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Figure 4. The magnetization of a previously unmagnetized 6 micron
superconducting filament as a function of external field

change _ .
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Figure 5. The magnetization of a previously unmagnetized strand

as a function of transport current change _ . This

magnetization circulates around the center of the strand

and does not make significant fields in the bore of the

dipole.
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Figure 6. The demagnetization of a previously magnetized strand as
as a function of transport current change _ . The figure
shows, for example, that if all of the strands in a cable
were to experience 10 amp changes in current, the persistent
current sextupole would decrease by 15%.






